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1. Who said to whom and why :a. Take the boat near the tree ______
b. “What is the matter, Deuta?” _______
c. “Play it again! Play it again!”______
d. It looks like a King’s judgement seat _______
e. I know I do not deserve to sit on this throne _______
2. Write idioms and meaning for the followings:- (any two for each)
a. Animals
b. Body Parts
c. Vegetables
3. Make sentence using phrasal verbs.
a. Give up
b. Put up
c. Break out
d. Turn of
4. Answer these questions:a. Describe the boy on the bicycle.
b. Why is the boy talking to the birds?
c. Describe the way of cycling of the boy?
d. Describe the quality of Mr. Fogg to complete his journey.
e. What were the professions of Mr. Fogg’s companion?
f. What idea does the poet have of the morning?
g. What does the speaker ask of the scholar and the sailor?
h. What made the king think that the throne of Vikramaditya was
i.

under the pile of stones?
Describe the throne of Vikramaditya?

5. Write the meaning of these words:SternMoundProsperousSolemnFretDespairHastened ofAgitatedDesolateRelentless6. Complete the sentence with correct adjectives:-

a. My house is nearer/nearest to the airport than his house.

b. Rahul is the younger/youngest boy in the class.
c. This baby is really sweet/sweeter.
d. I am not as quick/ quicker as you are at typing on the
keyboard.
e. You are thin/ thinner than most of your friends.

f. She is better/ good at Maths than most students in the class.
g. Lead is heavier/ heavy than gold.
h. The weather has changed from bad to worse/ worst.
i. I have not seen anyone as helpful/ more helpful as her.
7. Complete the sentence with the infinitive or gerund forms of the
verbs in the bracket.
a. ________ (work) hard always brings good qualities.

b. It is difficult _______ (understand) this problem.
c. ______ (worry) about the future is not going to help.
d. Ranbir forgot _______ (bring) his sports uniform.
e. ______ (drive) at night is not easy.
8. Fill the sentences with correct modal auxiliaries [need, should,
should not, must]
a. You _______ obey the law.

b. You _______ throw litter on the ground.
c. We _______ to buy milk.
d. We _______ pluck flowers.
e. Car drivers __________ drive carefully.
f. Parents __________ spoil their children.
g. We _______ fight with each-other.
9. Underline the subjects and circle the predicate in these
sentences.
a. The sub-inspector of police investigated the crime.

b. Schools should teach English from Class- I.
c. His parents and sister went with him to the theatre.
d. The passengers in the train looked very tired.
e. The bonfire kept us warm.
10. Writing skill
a. Story writing
b. Thank you letter
c. Describing letter.

